JOURNAL OF ARNOLD BENNETT
When taxed with this by F. H., Oscar didn't deny it. He merely
said: " The fact is, Frank, by writing this play and getting it
produced you're taking away one of my sources of income 1"
Later Oscar asked for another £150. He badgered F. H. till
he got it. He then said, " Frank, you've paid me £250 for the
screen scene from ' The School for Scandal'; and you're a very
poor man of business." Thus F. H.'s version.
F. H. said that Oscar was most brilliant as a talker during
his last days in Paris. He had listened to him for five or six
hours together, saying nothing but " Go on, Oscar. Go on."
F. H. stuck me out that " Lady Windermere's Fan " was good.
Indeed, he said it was one of the six best comedies in English!
October 28th.
Politics at Reform dub. Lunch with Methuen, Spender and
MacKinnon Wood.1 Latter got into Cabinet within 5 years of
entering Parliament. Scotch. Broad, heavy; no perceptible
Scotch accent. Same agreeable self-satisfaction as other pro-
minent Liberal politicians in the marked inequality between two
Front Benches. He said: " What sort of a show do you think
they'd have (with Balfour absent) if they introduced Tariff
Reform Bill? We should have the time of our lives." Also
like other Liberal politicians, he expressed the most absolute
confidence in Asquith's efficiency. Nobody seemed to think that
Tariff Reform Bill ever would be introduced. MacKinnon Wood
regularly said nothing when he had nothing to say. The un-
willingness of everybody to discuss the details of the Balkan
War a was astonishing to me.
Wednesday, November 6th.
Day before yesterday, after having written about 6,000 words
of new novel, I decided to begin it again, in a somewhat different
key, but with exactly the same construction. And I did begin
it again, and at once felt easier m my mind. I also decided that
I would not make a fine MS. of it.8 The regularity of the lines
and handwriting does not seem to accord with style in which
1MJP. for St. Roliox Division, and Secretary for Scotland in the Asquith
Cabinet.
a The First Balkan War had broken out on October 15.
* A reference to the special handwriting in which he wrote the MS. of
" Old Wives Tale ".
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